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GS1 by numbers

- 1 million
- 150 countries
- 5 billion
- 112 MOs
- 38 GS1 MO User Groups
GS1 for pharmaceutical traceability worldwide

And more coming...
GS1 standards key for medical devices

- **Japan**: 99.1% GS1 GTIN
- **Turkey**: 91.8% GS1 GTIN
- **U.S.A**: Accredited, +1.6 million devices in UDI Database (GUDID), +90% GS1 GTIN
- **Turkey**: Accredited, UDI specifications, traceability requirements
- **EU**: Accredited, UDI specifications, traceability requirements
- **Argentina**: Accredited, GS1 mandated
- **Japan**: Accredited, GS1 mandated

And more coming…
Expanding GS1 standards in hospitals

Safer, more efficient care starts with a simple scan.
Unlimited applications in hospitals
The future of UDI in China with global standards